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4. Book Reviews

BROTHWELL, D. and E. HIGGS, (eds): Science in ArchteOlogy,· a comprehensive survey
of progress and research. New York, Basic Books Inc., 1963. 595 pages, 95
illustrations, 92 drawings, 66 tables. U.S.$I7·50

The fifty-five authorities of this comprehensive survey of science in archreology
write on a wide range of subjects, and provide a timely addition to the growing
body ·of literature dealing with new scientific perspectives of archreology.

While the decline in influence of the classical era in archreology, with its emphasis
on art objects, may be lamented by some, the new approaches to excavation, and
to pre-excavation and post-excavation techniques, are exciting. They suggest ways
of extracting new information while. reassessing the existing material and data
in the light of new scientific techniques. New answers to old questions are given by
many of the contributors, many of whom specialize in research outside what
would have been considered the normal field of archreology not .so many years
ago. This inter-disciplinary approach is refreshing and provides a salutary check
to the archreologist who imagines he can work alone. For continuing progress in
science, greater co-operation amongst all disciplines is required. Archreology is one
field where inter-disciplinary co-operation can give dramatic and rewarding results.

The table of contents gives some idea of the book's depth. Eight papers are on
dating, twenty-three on environment (including climate, soils, plants and animals),
twelve on man, nine on artifacts, and two on prospecting. Under each heading
there are separate chapters on aspects of the subject which merit close attention.
In assessing the validity of all the papers by specialists in such widely diverse fields,
all I can hope to do is to touch lightly. upon some of them. The section on dating
is .of particular interest to those working in the Pacific and Asia, and one can
expect greater emphasis.on obsidian dating, archreomagnetism, and pottery dating
by thermoluminescence, during the next decade. Roger C. Green has pioneered
the study of obsidian dating in New Zealand and more will be attempted in the
Pacific where obsidian forms an important part of the local archreological assem
blages. In this section· perhaps the most disappointing paper is 'Archreology and
dating' by C. B.M. McBurney, which while serving as a brief introduction to the
papers that follow has very little substance of its own.

The section on environment has many fine contributions to which it is. difficult
to do full justice. Elisabeth Schmid's 'Cave sediments and prehistory' will stimulate
a spirit of enquiry. Although caves in glaciated regions and in the humid tropics
seem to have little in common, the methodological approach to both is similar.
The section on plants is another. touching on pressure points; pollen analysis,
wood and charcoal,dendrochronology,palreoethnobotany,all receive attention.
Cecilia Western's 'Wood and charcoalinarchreology' is a fresh and informative
contribution, while the more .familiar topic of dendrochronology. receives sound
and useful treatment·from Bryant Bannister. With botanical material coming now
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from deeper deposits in Fiji, I found Hans Helbaek's paper a most delightful
introduction into palreoethnobotany. These papers make an interesting trio to
read but then the same could be said by any· other reviewer for any other three
papers in Science in Archteology.

And so it is with the section on animals too. It is encouraging to see Elliot Dawson,
one of New Zealand's archreological fraternity, ranging over thepublish~d litera
ture on a world-wide scale to. remind us of. the importance of 'Bird·bones in
archreology'. New Zealand, more than most other countries, has had its archreolo
gical studies securely linked to the work of the zoologist from the very earliest
excavations carried·outlast century, in attempting to explain the presence of certain
bones now known to be bird remains. This happy marriage of the two disciplines
has resulted in a new generation who are zoologically centred and yet quite at home
as excavators in their own right. It is to be hoped that this sort of duality will
become more common in some of the other fields now associated with archreology.
The final paper in this section, by M. L. Ryder, re-emphasizes some aspects of
'Remains of fishes and other aquatic animals'. It will be of interest to midden
diggers along continental and island shores.

Man comes under the microscope in the next section with a new look at the
'Biology of earlier human populations' by one of the editors, Don Brothwell.
This sets the scene for several related questions dealing with sex-determination,
estimation of age and mortality, stature, cremations, palreopathology, radiological
examination, mummified and dried human tissues, hair, palreoserology and blood
groups. It is difficult to select papers· for mention for they all concern the reader
and demand attention. But in the Pacific, Gejvall's work on cremations must surely
stimulate interest in the related subject of charred bone in early sites and the practice
of cannibalism. Garlick's paper 'Blood groups and prehistory' will be valuable to
readers of Asian Perspectives, particularly two of his maps showing the distribution
of genes Band M in the aboriginal populations of the world.

Artifacts have long been the supposed end of the archreologist's excavation. The
emphasis has changed now to the extent that one no longer thinks of them solely
from the point of view of art objects to be placed·in museums and looked atthrough
glass panels. With modern techniques in the laboratory there is often much that
can be found out about their technology, and about conditions in the working life
of the artifact and the period since it became part of an archreological deposit.
This section then, is centred on laboratory procedures for various artifactual
media-metal, pottery, glass, skin and fibres. From all of these researches the
individual artifact becomes more meaningful. This makes the archreologist aware
that it has now become possible for micro-analysts and conservators to interpret and
treat much of the excavated material before the archreologist sits down to process
his data.

The last section, on prospecting, brings the physicists into the picture to stress
the part they play in locating sites by resistivity surveying and magnetic location.
Although the archreologist R. J. C. Atkinson pioneered the archreological use of
one of these methods it would appear that this is a field where advances will be
made by the physicists rather than by archreologists, who can no longtr hope to have
the training or the facilities essential to the development of the methods.
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In retrospect, I would say that the standard of writing in this book is surprisingly
even, considering that editorial direction was deliberately liberal, although it can
be said that a few papers seem too short and do not present enough data while
others are in need of tighter control. The general level of address, however, is
sufficiently high to satisfy most archreologists while not being too removed from the
general reader with some background in the subject. It would be easy to overlook
the non-archreologist 'Who might be lost in the deluge of enthusiasm from these
fifty-five contributors. The editors have done their job well.

Inevitably, there are some subjects not covered by the book and in the preface
the editors state their case for limiting its scope. With some six hundred pages the
treatise is bulky enough, but one may perhaps feel a little wistful that some topics
could not appear in such fine company. Scientific techniques in certain field contexts
come to mind, and I would have appreciated contributions from experts on cave
paintings and their related problems of sequence, pigment analysis and specialized
photography. Some discussion of the latest methods of treating archreological
materials during excavation would have been valuable. In this book, however, the
excavator's immediate problems are subordinated to wider ones needing a
specialist for their solution. This is as it should be, but in Southeast Asia and the
Pacific, areas of high rainfall and temperature, the archreologist is often working
far from specialist advice and laboratory services. This is a case where science and
archreology need to meet at the end of a trowel, not after several months, over
thousands of miles of distance, and many degrees of difference in temperature. A
companion volume centred around science in the field, covering the archreologist's
particular problems and all the aspects that the editors had to omit in the book
under review, would round off this very fine effort. No doubt this is mere wishful
thinking and suggests ingratitude. It is not meant as such, but as a tribute to the way
in wfnch this book has sharpened my appreciation of the study of scientific problems
in archreology.

vVe have to thank the editors for their distinguished part in producing this
collection of essays, and in making available recent advances to all who claim to be
archreologists. It is a pleasure to have all this information brought together:
the task must have been no easy one for the editors. Both Don Brothwell and
Eric Higgs, the publishers and the printers too, can look with satisfaction on a
beautifully produced book. And I suspect that each of the contributors also feel a
little bit more than pleased to see their name and efforts inside the covers of such
a volume.

BRUCE PALMER
Fiji Museum, Suva

MEIGHAN, CLEMENT W.: The Archceologist's Note Book. San Fransisco, Chandler
Publishing Company, 1961. 29 pages, printed forms. U.S.$4·So

The use of standardized printed forms for the recording of archreological evidence
in the field is now a common technique. Printed forms are of considerable value in
the field but the fact remains that both cultural area and personal preference have
such a profound influence upon the nature of these forms that it seems hardly
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possible that any two people would· use anything like the same forms to do similar
jobs. There is, however,a surprising degree of agreement between many printed
fornls for archreological recording as far as the essential minimum of information
is concerned..The Archceologist's Note Book illustrates examples of forms used and
developed by Meighan, including forms for recording thearchreological site,
individual excavated features, burials, petroglyphs, stratigraphy, photographs taken,
artifacts, and for keeping the daily field records. The Note Book provides a number
of blank examples of each of these forms intending that they be used in the field,
while a brief explanatory section of some 25 pages introduces the forms. The first
example of each form has been completed 'in the field' to further illustrate their use.

Since it is almost inevitable that each worker will wish to devise his own forms
for field use, tailored to fit his own requirements, it is unfortunate that the publishers
could not have reduced the volume to just the introductory section and a single
completed example of each form. This would have reduced the cost and increased
the value of the Note Book to workers outside California. Blank forms, as is now the
case, could then have been purchased from the publishers if required rather than
the assumed as required.

HAMMOND, PHILIP C.: Archceological Techniques for Amateurs. Princeton, Van
Nostrand, 1963. 329 pages, diagrams. U.S.$5·95

This little book attempts to outline basic techniques of stratigraphic excavation
for the American archreologist. It is intended for amateurs and the brevity of its
contents prevents inclusion of detail to the extent that it can serve only as an intro
duction to its subject. The latter half of the book contains information on organized
archreological activity in the U.S.A. and Canada, which might be of value to amateur
archreologists and the more civic minded of the private collectors in these countries.

NARR, KARL J.: Urgeschichte der Kultur, 1961. Stuttgart, Alfred Kroner Verlag,
1961 . viii and 362 pages, 16 plates, 2 charts; no price.

This publication, in German, is primarily a summary of present (1961) knowledge
of human culture and technology from its earliest manifestations in the archreolo
gical record (Australopithecinae) through the development of civilization in the
Near East and Egypt, \vith emphasis on the latter. Not much attention is given to
skeletal material. Urbanization, the beginnings of agriculture and the domestication
of animals are covered in detail.

La Poterie Malgache. Catalogue de L'Exposition 'Poterie Malgache'-Opened 28
February 1964, presented by the Departement d'Art et Archeologie, Faculte
des Lettres et Sciences H'umaines de Madagascar, Tananarive, In1p. Societe
Malgache d'Edition (in French), 1964. 50 pages, 7 plates; no price.

La Poterie Malgache, while serving as a catalogue for an exhibit of the pottery
of Madagascar, is more a summary of what is known of Madagascan pottery in pre
paration for the beginning of serious archreological research in this country. The
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.exhibitinclude.d ,ancient,recent, .. and ,present day pottery,., and .. the book concerns
itself brIefly with the :same subject.

There are five sections written by different authors. The first (pP~9-IO), by
J. Dez" shows the relationship. between the' vocabularies applied' to pottery in
Madagascar :and Indonesia.T!Jemain. article (pp. I 1~24),' by Pierre Verin, .covers
the, physical side of the pottery (including what little is known archreologically),
~.. description of recent pottery manufacture, and a description of pottery made by
different groups in Madagascar and present in the exhibit. The third article (pp.2S·
29), by ··Ch. Ravoajanakary, is in Malgache,. and is followed (pp. 30-32) by a
resume of local proverbs involving pottery, by the same author. The final section'
(PP.33-50), byN. Boulfroy and P. Verin, is the catalogue of the exhibit.

The archreological. 'nlaterial illustrated (final three plates) does not bear specific
resemblance to pottery from sites in Sou~heast Asia but it does show a general
resemblance to some of the pottery associated with iron in Indonesia. The .·present
day pottery shown in the first three plates is generally similar to Indonesian pottery,
particularly the form of thethree multiple-necked jars in the third plate. The double
necked jar in the lower right hand corner of the third plate shares· several specific.
elements of form and decoration with two earthenware jars from South Sumatra
(plate IlIa and c in Solheim II, Wilhelm G. ;'Sa-huynh Related Pottery in Southeast
Asia', AP, 3[1961]: 177-188). The examples illustrated in the fourth plate do not
resemble pottery of Southeast Asia, within my knowledge.

This is an interesting and a useful presentation of Malgache pottery as it is known
today. Let us hope that in ten years' time this may serve asa preface to a broad and
detailed work on the pottery of Madagascar.

\VILHELM G. SOLHEIM II
University of Hawaii, Honolulu.

BARRAU,JACQUES, (ed.) : Plants and Migrations of Pacific Peoples. Honolulu, Bishop
Museum Press, 1963. 136 pages, illustrated. U.S.$4·00 .

The recent surge· of interest in the peopling of the Pacific has highlighted. anew
the interesting relationships between man. and. plants in the Pacific islands. There
is no longer room for reasonable doubt that man introduced a number offood plants
into these islands and that he must have had a pronounced effect upon the existing
vegetation of the islands he arrived in. Many uncertain aspects of these relationships,
of considerable concern to archreologists, were discussed in a symposium' ofpapers
presented at the Tenth Pacific Science Congress in Honolulu (in ,1961) and. are
now' presented in this publication.

One particularly interesting 'aspect of the relationship between man and· plants
is that provided by the dispersal of cultivated plants and plants that are in some way
useful to man, although· not, in the strict sense of the 'term, cultivated. This"has
been highlighted in the writings ofThor Heyerdahl as he sought connections between
the New World and the Pacific, particularly Easter Island. It has renewed
interest with some extremely interesting results, some of which are included in this
Symposium. In an introductory paper by George F. Carter, it is stated that the
advantages offered by plants when studying .cultural diffusion across an area like
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the Pacific Ocean, is that plants '.. . are not human inventions'. The implication
here is that natural evolution is not likely to produce the same or closely similar
plants in two widely separated places. Few anthropologists would give the same
odds to independent invention in 'cultural evolution'. Thus plants can provide a
more reliable indication of cultural diffusion than purely cultural materials, with
of course certain reservations. Carter outlines these as: firstly, that the plant
in question must be demonstrated to be clearly identical in all places it occurs;
secondly, that some degree of contemporaneity must be shown; thirdly (and perhaps
idealistically) the plants should have similar names and usages attached to it and
even similar non-rational ideas; and finally that means of transference other than
man (e.g. wind, bird or water dispersal) must be shown to be impossible or extremely
unlikely. Only rarely can we say with any assurance that all, or even most, of these
conditions have been met in tracing man's movement through the Pacific by ex
amining the plants he is alleged to .have carried with him.

In the third paper in the Symposium,.Thor Heyerdahl does appear to meet these
criteria for a number of the plants brought to Easter Island by its earlier colonizers.
Although it remains difficult to establish clearly the last criterion put forward by
Carter (viz. the demonstration that natural means of dispersal are improbable or
unlikely) Heyerdahl would seem to have a conclusive case for the transference of
several cultigens and other useful plants from South America to Easter Island,
including the totora and tavari reeds, the tororniro tree, the sweet potato and the
gourd. The latter two are undoubtedly of the greatest importance in Polynesian
prehistory. Although D. E. Yen, in a later paper in the Symposium, describes the
flowering and setting of fruit in the sweet potato plants he grew in New Zealand,
he does not seem to think that this played an important role in the dispersal of
the sweet potato, although he suggests it as a probable source of variation within
the species. Yen's paper, as well as that of Ichizo Nishiyama, clearly point the way
in which botanists can attack the problem of plant dispersal by human means. Both
make valuable contributions to this problem.

Quite another line of approach is provided in J. E. Spencer's discussion of the
movement of rice cultivation from Inainland Southeast Asia into Indonesia, as \vell
as in the following paper by Ichiro Yawata on the rice cultivation of the prehistoric
Mariana islanders. Although the identification of the varieties of cultivated rice
plays an important part in tracing their spread, of even greater importance is the
tracing of the techniques of terrace cultivation, the acclimatization of the rice plant
to variations in environment, and the relationship between the wet and dry forms
of rice cultivation. Spencer tentatively suggests that the main developments in rice
cultivation took place in ' . . . upper mainland Southeast Asia . . .' and fron1
there were carried down into the islands of Indonesia, where survival of the system
was sporadic because of the environmental requirements of the plant itself. The
spread of rice cultivation from these isolated centres to others may have required
a reversion to the less demanding dry rice. The prominence accorded the wet rice
form of cultivation throughout Southeast Asia and Indonesia may be largely the
result of more recent historic factors.

Amongst the other valuable contributions in the Symposium, that of R. G.
Robbins is of special interest. Robbins has previously suggested an anthropogenic
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origin for some of the grasslands of New Guinea. He develops this idea as a means
of tracing the movement of peoples into the highlands of New Guinea. He begins
by examining the succession of regrowth on abandoned land in the cycle of shifting
cultivation. Froin this Robbins suggests a series of vegetation changes which
, ... follow each other in chronological order, ... (and) can be interpreted as
giving a relative, though not absolute, measure of man's depredations in any part
of the Highlands' (p. 52). The anthropogenic origin of grasslands has been suggested
for New Zealand and parts of Southeast Asia, so Robbins's discussion has a wide
application. It could prove a really valuable means of tracing the movement of
people over comparatively small areas where little cultural diversity or change is
available to the archreologist.

Several papers in the Symposium (by A. G. Haudricourt, Ann Chowning,
Benjamin C. Stone, and Harold C. Conklin) examine linguistic evidence in an
effort to trace origin, dispersal or other aspects of the symposium topic.

Indeed the symposium includes a variety of interests centring around the
relationship between man and plants. By sharing this common interest, a number of
different approaches combine to make a readable and valuable collection of papers.
This, and the usual high standard of publication maintained by the Bishop Museum
Press, make for a really excellent contribution to the growing literature of ethno
botany.

COLIN D. SMART
University of Hawa£i, Honolulu

BARRAU, JACQUES: Subsistence Agriculture in Melanesia. Honolulu, Bernice P. Bishop
Museum Bulletin 219. 1958. III pages, 34 figures. U.S.$3·50

BARRAU, JACQUES: Subsistence Agriculture in Polynesia and Micronesia. Honolulu,
Bernice P. Bishop Museum Bulletin 223. 1961 .94 pages, 23 figures, $3.00

These t\VO volumes provide an extremely valuable reference source on subsistence
agriculture throughout the Pacific (including New Guinea). They arose as reports
of a project undertaken by Barrau for the South Pacific Commission to assess the
subsistence food resources and survey the agricultural methods used in food
production. The reports are based on a wide range of documentary evidence
(bibliographies are included) as well as on considerable field observation. They
provide an inventory of food plants used as well as the techniques of their utilization
throughout the Pacific Islands.

WAGNER, FRITS A. and ANN E. KEEP: Indonesia: The Art of an Island Group. Art
of the World, II. London, Methuen. 1959. 263 pages, chronological table,
bibliography, index, 63 plates, 32 figures, 6 maps. 45s.

To cover 'all the important artistic achievements of mankind in Indonesia',
and fit it into a synthesis of Indonesian culture history, is no easy job within the
limits of a short volume. The author begins with 'The Neolithic Age', summarizing
its whole culture from technology to its 'outlook on life'. He proceeds through the
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'Megalithic Culture' and the 'Dong-son Culture' down to the cultural achieve
ments of modern Indonesia. All forms of artistic expression are indeed treated,
from bead work to wayang and beyond to modern Indonesian literature and painting,
without, as the author claims, 'undue attention . .. given to anyone particular
aspect of art'. Moreover, the author feels it essential that the variety of art be shown
as a function of the social and cultural facts and their history, and he thus weaves
his art analysis upon the warp of four thousand years of Indonesian society and
culture.

This grand conception cannot be compressed within the space allowed by the
publisher of the series. The author's treatment of the art forms proper necessarily
suffers from abridgement. At every turn, we are left short of any penetrating com
Illent on the iconology of the motifs and compositions cited, even though the author
clearly controls much of this knowledge ·andrefers the reader to useful sources
(many admittedly in Dutch). Unhappily, the author does not have an equally
sophisticated grasp of the social and cultural processes within which he rightly sees
these art ·forms embedded. His historical and ethnological interpretations are
consistently uncritical and naive. The character of the early Southeast Asian;
'neolithic' is taken for granted when in· fact .its very 'definition presents serious'
archreological problems. His matter-of-fact statement on the political relations
between the various early kingdoms of Java and Sumatra is simplified to distortion.
A seven-page summary .of Indian culture lacks depth and authority.

But the work has valuable sections. The piece on weaving techniques and patterns
is a compact and useful summary. His lengthy discussions of Javanese tjandi and
of wayang are very sensitive, at times profound; and his treatment of the Javanese
kris most helpful. His handling of 'modern Indonesian art is understanding and
sympathetic, butin·its brief scope must necessarily be little more than·a chronicle
of names.

If the text is thus somewhat disappointing, the selection and rendering of the
plates tipped in are superb. Many of the items, photographed in colour from the
collection of the Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen, are new to me and· the
photography makes them all seem fresh and lively. Several fine colour plates taken
in situ have been added. Binding and printing match the plates and the price of the
book makes it a good bargain.

ROBERT R. JAY
University of Hawaii

VLEKKE, BERNARD H. M.: Nusantara; A History of Indonesia. Chicago, Quadrangle
Books, Inc., The Hague and Bandung, W. van Hoeve Ltd. 1960.479 pages,
5 maps, index.U.S.$'10,FI. 22~50

This is a revised edition of the first edition which appeared in 1943. The first
four chapters were rewritten with the assistance of Professor C.C. Berg of Leyden
University. Only Chapter I: The Dawn of Indonesian History (7-34) is of concern
to us.

As the preface was written in July 19S8, presumably the rewriting was completed
some ,time before that. This would explain why van .Heekeren's two books on
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The Stone Age of Indonesia and The Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia were not used
in the very brief summary of Indonesia's prehistory. It does not explain why Heine
Geldern's article on 'Prehistoric research in the Netherlands Indies', of 1945,
was not used-in fact none of Heine-Geldern's \vorks are referred to. The latest
archreological reference to the prehistoric period is for 1935. In other words, this
book has little worthwhile information on the prehistory of Indonesia. But as the
subject of the book is history, this does not reflect on the rest of it.

W.G.S.

HALL, D. G. E.: A History of South-East Asia, London, Macmillan & Co, Ltd,
Ne\v York, 8t Martin's Press. 1964 (2nd edition). 955 pages, 43 illustrations,
II maps, index. U.S.$12·00

Hall, who is an historian, gives very little space to prehistory, and what he does
give (2-10), is not valuable. He uses the term 'history' in a strict sense as shown
when he says 'The Philippines, however, do not come clearly into South-East Asian
history until their conquest by Spain late in the sixteenth century.' (3) The Philippines
are left out completely until the arrival of the Spanish, in spite of their close cultural
connections with the neighbouring areas of Southeast Asia and their trade connec.
tions with China and Southeast Asia, the Sung dynasty ofChina, and probably earlier.
Protohistoric accounts of areas in the Philippines previous to the arrival of Magellan
are not considered.

In reviewing the ten pages (with one minor exception covered below) concerned
with prehistory, I shall do so virtually page by page. The lTIap on page 2 is of value
for locating a few of the important prehistoric sites and for indicating the main
Pleistocene land-bridges between Asia and insular Southeast Asia. It is going too
far, however, to label it 'Prehistory of Eastern Asia' as it includes few of the import
ant sites. The majority of the sites shown on the map are not even mentioned in
the text.

The first chapter, 'The Peopling of South-East Asia' uses two-and-a-half of
its nine pages to indicate what Hall means by Southeast Asia and to explain that the
area is important in its own right and should not be considered as just a shadow of
India and/or China.

The author runs into difficulties as soon as he writes on the prehistory of the area.
He says (6) that if the mongoloid peoples were derived from Pithecanthropoids and
that if there is a clear line from Pithecanthropus erectus to Homo australiclls then
, (a) the mongoloid features that are so widespread today over our area were not,
as was once thought, introduced for the first time by neolithic or Bronze-Age
immigrants~. . . and (c) the theory that the mesolithic Veddoid peoples were the
original inhabitants of South-East Asia is exploded'. Regardless of the probable
ancestry of the Mongoloids in the Pithecanthropoids (this applies also for the
Caucasoids), the skeletal material found occasionally \vith Hoabinhian-Bacsonian
artifacts is definitely not Mongoloid in nature. It is still accepted that the mongoloid
strains came into Southeast Asia with theNeolithic. What this has to do. with
exploding a theory that 'mesolithic Veddoid' peoples were the original inhabitants
of Southeast Asia I do not see.
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On the 'Hoabinhian-Bacsonian', the author first calls it 'Bacsono-Hobbinhian',
then says that an Australoid-Veddoid type of human remains are associated with it.
The human remains have often been called Palreomelanesian or Australomelanesian,
but this is still controversial. It is true that pottery has been found with the Hoabin
hian-Bacsonian remains but the proper association of this pottery is not known.
These statements given without footnotes are out of date.

In his next paragraph, Hall repeats Heine-Geldern's association of the oval-axe
culture with the use of the plank-built canoe. Heine-Geldern retracted this associa
tion in a note to the Editor of the Journal of the Polynesian Societ)', 67(2), 1958 :
170-71; and further stated that the plank-built canoe is associated with people who
used bronze tools.

There are other less important errors, but there is one, quoted from Coedes (9),
where he says that before the impact of Indian culture the cultivation of irrigated
rice fields was known. Archreologically, we have no indication of irrigation of rice
fields until probably Funan times. Irrigation of terraced fields probably goes back
to prehistoric times but not for rice-more likely for taro and possibly millet. Rice
probably came to be grown in the terraced fields later.

In the beginning of his second chapter on proto-history (12-13), Hall very
properly calls attention to the likelihood that the Southeast Asian peoples, who were
first class sailors, were probably sailing to ports in India and Ceylon in prehistoric
times, and somewhat later they probably sailed to India and Ceylon as much as
sailors from there sailed to ports in Southeast Asia.

A quick look at Hall's select bibliography show that he has a little prehistoric
archreological source material, and that only up to 1957, \vhile his historical
references are up to 1962. A reference to Asian Perspectives would have been
helpful here.

As an extremely brief introduction to the prehistory of Southeast Asia for the
historian this section is of some value. This in no way reflects on the rest of the book.

W.G.S.

Atlas of South-East Asia, with an Introduction by D. G. E. HALL. London,
Macmillan & Co, Ltd, New York, St Martin's Press. 1964.63 pages of maps,
42 plates, index. U.S.$10·00

The Atlas of South-East Asia is a companion volume to Hall's A History of
South-East Asia. From the detail of the maps, the plates, and the rather simple
level of the text, unlike the History, the Atlas gives the impression of being meant
for a general lay audience. It is very useful to have an atlas for this area but for
$10·00 I should personally have preferred more detailed and better balanced maps,
leaving the text and pictures to Hall's History. I suspect the Atlas was meant to
stand by itself, which it does-but not at the same level as the History.

In general the maps are good and the printing is clear. Relatively detailed coverage
is shown for Indonesia and Malaya but the other areas are slighted and Malaysian
Borneo (Sarawak and Sabah) and Brunei are left out completely. Summary maps
of climate, vegetation, rainfall, land use, population, ethnology, etc., are useful
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but not specific enough to be of great value. The map on the inside front cover of
'South-East Asia in Prehistoric Times' is rather a joke for its almost complete lack
of information.

The 'Introduction' (61-82) includes a short section on prehistory (64-67).
While much briefer than the section in his History, Hall has fewer errors here.
There are several inconsistencies. In the Atlas, he says that bronze-iron culture was
introduced by 'Further immigrants of Malay type ...' (65), while in the History
he says 'There is no evidence in support of the theory that metal-culture was intro
duced by a new wave of immigrants. . . . A knowledge of metals was brought
to elements of the coastal population through trading contracts with foreigners' (8).
The latter statement is much more likely to be the truth.

WILHELM G. SOLHEIM II


